Comment Set D.36: Kevin Murphy

Date: 9/13/06
Name: KEVIN MURPHY
Affiliation (If any): None
Address: 8644 Escalante Ave Rd.
City, State, Zip Code: Agua Dulce, CA 91390
Telephone Number: (661) 268-1792
Email: KAY@EUNHOTMAIL.COM

In as many other to assist you, your learned are very upset about the lack of public notice on the proposed project. After reviewing the documents and their implications for the area of Agua Dulce, I am appalled that this was done in the initial stages.

The high cost, out of pocket impact of more than money, we are talking about building a community that has survived many natural disasters. But nothing like this project would do damage to this area.

We have set aside立面 considerations for these types of movements and they are understandable due to the "best alternative." As they have been designed for and (in) amount, the project, traffic and the negative sides alone would be enough to generate this and a choice with the more acceptable goals would be avoided with the proposed project.

*Please print. Your name, address, and comments become public information and may be released to interested parties if requested.

FAX (661) 215 5152
Response to Comment Set D.36: Kevin Murphy

D.36-1 Thank you for expressing your concerns. For a detailed discussion of the impacts to hydrology, traffic, and existing service systems associated with the proposed Project and each of the alternatives, please see the Draft EIR/EIS Sections C.8.5 through C.8.10, C.13.5 through C.13.10, and C.14.5 through C.14.10, respectively.